Year

Rec

Topic

Celebrations

Toy Story
Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Heroes Remembrance
and Nurses

Solid as a rock'
continued

Memorable
Experiences e.g.
trips, visitors,
projects, class
assemblies

Panto visit

museum visit
(Toys theme)

Christmas
assembly ?

English (focus text fiction/nonfiction,coverage)

Maths (include
numbers that
you are
working with
e.g. up to
10/100/100
etc) and
fractions - 1/2,
1/4 etc.

Science

Remember,
Comparing
remember the fifth
quantities,
of November, Rama
addition and
Compare and
and Sita, the story of
subtraction to contrast different
Diwali, a selection of
5, shapes,
environments
Christmas stories,
repeating
RWI, Introduction of
patterns
weekend news
RWI phonics
Inspire Maths
Novel/author focus:
- Shape &
Mini Grey
patterns (+ 3D
shapes)
Lost in The Toy
- numbers to
Museum
20
(+possible texts:
- addition &
Toys in space,
subtraction
Traction man, Toys in
within 20
Space, No-Bot,
(& Christmas stories + TIME Fridays
Dear Father
Christmas + The
Snowman)
Novel - 'Owen's
addition and
Soldier'
subtraction to
Hot Writes
TO +/- TO
1. poetry (history
Time to 5
link)
minutes,
2. instructions
length and
(history link)
height
3. diary recount
(time, money
(history link)
and measures
4. journey tale
continuous)

Novel: Charlotte's
web
'How to wash a
Addition,
woolly mammoth'
division,
(instructions)
subtraction
'The Croods'
and
(newspaper report,
diary entry, letter multiplication numbers up to
writing)
1000
'Prehistoric Britain Skara Brae'
(persuasive advert)

Human body:
senses
(continued)
Seasonal
changes
(Autumn to
Winter)

Healthy living
(importance of
exercise, hygiene
and food groups)
Scientist: Mila
Rechcigl and
Nicholas Appert
Florence
Nightingale

Rocks and soils
(comparing
rocks, studying
soil layers)

Addition and
subtraction, Digestive system
Multiplication
History Off The
Invading Romans
and division,
Teeth - Why did
Page - Roman Day Escape from Pompeii Measuring
the Romans have
Recount, diary &
(converting
such good teeth?
newspaper
units)

History - what
knowledge are the
children gaining - e.g.
chronology/ sources of
evidence/lives of
significant individuals in
the past/significant
events in the past etc.

Geography - what
knowledge are the
children gaining - e.g.
locational
knowledge/place
knowledge/ human and
physical/geographical
skills and fieldwork

Bonfire Night, How we
celebrate key events
such as Christmas and
Diwali.

Yr 5

Yr 6

Choctastic

Magic and
Mystery

Factors and
Novel- Dragon with a
prime numbers
Chocolate Heart
Multiplication
English-Charlie & the
and division
Chocolate Factory
Fractions
Addition ,
subtraction ,
multiplication,
division,
Novel - The Way Past adding/subtrac
Winter
ting fractions –
English Focus - The
to be covered
Lion the Witch and every Friday in
the Wardrobe
Arithmetic
WW1 soldiers Hot Writes
Friday
Remembrance trip
1- Description
to Thurlby Church
2- Magical short
Measurement
story
(converting
3- Instructions (?) or
units)
formal letter
Geometry –
- The Christmas Truce position and
- Newspaper Article
direction
Perimeter and
area

Materialsreversible and
irreversible
changes

Evolution and
Inheritance
- Inheritance
- Adaptation
- Theory of
Evolution
- Evidence for
Evolution
-Adaptation for
Evolution

PSHE (topic covered)

Creative Arts / Design
Technology

Music

Celebrations christmas/
Diwali

Jigsaw celebrating
difference

Firework pictures,
rangoli patterns,
chrstmas arts and
craft.

Christmas
performances

Seasonal art: Bonfire
night, Christmas
Community
(Christianity) LAS

Toys past and present
Bonfire night / Guy
Fawkes

Florence
Nightingale/Remembra
nce Place events in
chronological order.
War heroes
To use historical
vocabulary in
appropriate way.
historian/historical
figure: Florence
Nigtingale

Stone Age (comparisons
to modern age interms
of tools, food and
farming. Chronology of
Stone Age to Iron Age)

No focus this term

(hist)

Earthquakes (physical
geography)

Imagery poetry
(snow)

Yr 4

RE

Romans

Aztecs

WW1
-Timeline of Events
- Why did the first world
war start?
- Battle of the Somme
- Life in the trenches Diary of a WW1 soldier
Poetry - In Flanders Field

Where is Pompeii?

Journey of materials continents, oceans etc.

Advent and
Christmas (+
other light
festivals)

JIGSAW PSHE
Puzzle 2:
Celebrating
Differences

Pattern - shape
printing
Drawing - other
people/toys from
observation
mechanisms - toys

Celebrating
Islam Community
Difference
- what do
- boys and girls
Muslims do to
- gender difference
express belieifs.
celebrating
what
diversity
celebrations are
bullying and
important?
standing up for
myself

Food - Christmas
muffins - seasonal
ingredients to add
Art skill: watercolour
poppy field
Artist: Martin Impey
(illustrator)
Christmas craft

PE (who is
teaching?)

CT - Yoga
Premier - Multiskills

Toy Story- music
from the films

Premier Sport focus:
multi-skills
Class teacher focus:
Yoga

cross curricular

Music Express
premier gymnastics
CT -yoga
play tuned and
untuned
instruments
musically.
Christmas singing
Archie Dobson War
usic lesson BBC
Teach

Clay necklace
(sculpture)
Rock cakes
(prepare and cook a
variety of dishes)

What do people
believe about
God? (cont'd
from T1), Visual
symbols in a
mosque

Jigsaw Celebrating
Difference

Cookery - honey cake
Learn Roman songs
recipe (linked to The
linked to learning
Romans)
in history, Xmas
songs
Xmas

Hinduism

Jigsaw -Celebrating
Difference

Christmas
performances/
songs

Dance (Premier)
Netball (CT)

Aztec dance

Aztec art
Xmas songs
Xmas

Sillouette soldier
Christmas cards

Traditional
Cristingle

Modern Christmas
song

Numbots - use technology
safely and respectfully and
use logical reasoning to
predict the behaviour of
simple programs

JS- Gymnastics
(control and
balance)
Internet research
Premier Sport Word processing
Football
(competitive games)

Premier Sport hockey

Christmas Carol
concert with y5

Celebrating
Difference

Whiteboard
Hairy letters app
electronic scales

Christmas music
The Four Seasons
(Vivaldi) - seasons
link

Celebrating
Difference
JIGSAW

The Christmas
Story - advent.

Spanish

The Nutcracker
(Toys / Christmas
link)

Being Human Christianity
(Bible stories)

Continuation
from last term.

ICT - what is being
taught e.g.
understanding
algorithms/create
programs/presenti
ng data

Gymnastics
Premier - Hockey

TT Rockstars
(iPads)

Nouns of
everyday objects

Names of the seasons,
learn how to ask and say
your birthday, sing happy
Research linked to
birthday, Christmas
topic work
vocabulary

